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Porto Middled 
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__________________________ 
  Dear This, Dear Ampoule,

 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 
 

Dear appliance, Dear container port, 
 
Frayed edges of a soluble fish 
 
Uninvited on arrival and completely soaked 
 
Investigates misspellings throughout the city 
 
Shows little regard for the pond 
 
The hair draped on purpose 
 
Something ecclesiastic in conversation 
 
Refrain from smoking please 
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Dear congenital, Dear Hermes, 
 
Recovers from the hurled rhododendron 
 
The vying for private broadcast attentions 
 
An unfinished joke about packets of sugar in the rain 
 
Drawn toward colorful options 
 
Cringe at hearing the milk of magnesium 
 
A resolute guard holds fast against the throng 
 
After 45 minutes formal design seems pointless 
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Dear alleviate, Dear horologist, 
 
It walks into the room everyone stands up 
 
A modern dashboard of language 
 
A two decade long affair with brand names 
 
Unluckily love continues defying logically 
 
The part with rogue monkeys in the cafeteria 
 
So retaliate against machines  
 
The thursday of several calendars 
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Dear grievous, Dear angel, 
 
Gram enough for pink-black lungs 
 
Disembodied writing finds itself 
 
Torn retinas follow green parrots in the tree 
 
Surely double yellow lines pose a restriction 
 
Cowboy heeled tramp and beer-filled bivouac 
 
Gallstone’s necklace of nods march to get there 
 
Open desert for cleansing broken hearts 
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Dear conspirators, Dear turbulence, 
 
James bond out every pocketknife in town 
 
Deliberate perfumes to mask the path 
 
Arouse enough depth will discover an original 
 
How windows slant and blanks unseen 
 
Any vegetable will survive a length of time 
 
History of results history of blood 
 
A clenching through adversity expected 
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Dear saddle stitch, Dear almond joy, 
 
Fire! Remembers photos and the wedding dress 
 
Perpetual 4 AM tragedy  
 
Fused in a pencil grip 
 
Concludes it’s skewed with elitist tendencies 
 
Death is boring or better put dying is boring 
 
Radiation is a minor outcome of engagement 
 
Fragmentation leaves you starving  
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Dear amplification, Dear pinafore, 
 
Small sacks slowly replace existing innards 
 
Parlor tricks and recitals from Europe  
 
Fragmentation leaves you starving for more 
 
Uninvited still and completely soaked 
 
The moons move quickly through night 
 
The horse is found and named Grammar 
 
An end to scold  



 
 
 
 
 

___________________ 
Thought Though 
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________________ 
Species Pieces 

after Perec 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 
A.  
 
“When I sit down, I  
prefer an ugly chair”  
and all’s well that ends  
well for the armless man 
in search of a hat. 
That hall of mirrors where 
words refer to one another. 
Big hello from Space. Lots of 
sunbathing. We’re several 
lobsters red. Everyone joins me 
in sending you our fond regards. 
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C. 
 
Generally the page and 
its two dimensions. A 
memory attached to the 
narrowness of it. They 
were called boats because 
of their shape. A 
description of the unfinished 
project. The film, a film, as shown 
on French television. The  
appearance of the crocodile. 
A new continent spills from 
her eyes. A glass full 
of pencils. An autobiography 
composed entirely of photos. 
The long trembling moment. 
Trembling before the blank 
page. Sitting on a bench 
opposite fig. 1 or Figaro. These 
4 poles define the whole literature 
of my own time. 
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E. 
 
The objects displayed for 
the exhibit were divided 
in two groups. Ellis Island 
and the prisoners wholly ignorant 
of their whereabouts. In one 
single glance you took in 
tiny morsels of space. 
Tiny incursions into geography 
as a form of writing. 
Systematically flummoxed. The 
anxious reader and now 
a machine for producing 
texts. 
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G. 
 
The tethered o’clock 
attracts zero points. 
To abandon time as 
space is less offensive. 
Interesting to look 
more closely at inequity. 
Where one reads and  
transportation begins. Also 
transporting the reader. 
An injection of vocabulary. 
The opposite of a double 
porch. Recounting the 
improbable object. The  
anaesthesia of living. A  
few yards away, going past 
like shadows, the background 
of the Figaro building. It 
left a personal impression 
on the sheets. 
A ream of vision. 
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I. 
 
The ambassador’s name 
appeared incorrectly. The 
details of a half-dis 
mantled piano. Her gift 
allows differing shapes  
to exist. Simultaneously. An 
ability to shift into third 
without saying a word. 
This humiliates their 
existence. A town’s 
inhabitants. A small number 
of rooms. 
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K. 
 
The pleasure of dressing 
alike. The bureau of 
surly clerks. 
Engaged in a series of 
meditations. You cannot  
escape. Narrative of the 
terrible event. A narrative 
sequence of terrible 
events. The phenomena of 
fashion surrounding the 
terrible event. The 
pleasure of dressing. 
From vulnerable to delirium. 
The true library of 
diction, of emoting. 
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M. 
 
The ingredient contradicts 
another. The same ingredient. 
The double 
headed temptation of 
an alphabet to be both. Aware 
and disengaged. Moves 
through walls. Vibrates at 
universal speed. See the descrip 
tion of this unfinished 
project. 100 ft above sea 
level. The sky inscribed 
with clues. The craftsman, 
the cartoonist become  
one. 
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O. 
 
The sheet of paper is 
regulation size. 
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Q. 
 
Either there is a con 
tinuation or there isn’t. 
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S. 
 
The months of the year. 
London. Parliament. Opera. 
French television. When there’s 
nothing to do, there’s no 
thing to read. You decipher 
the page to reinforce the 
marriage. The idea and  
the ear. The idea and 
the eye. A duel with 
coat hangers where something 
bleeds. Objects on a 
table become the trend. 
Inks. Trowel. Gin. Teaspoons. 
Phosphorous. Seven bridges. 
One tropical salad. Children 
of the captain land briefly 
in New Jersey. Some time 
before 8 o’clock 
was ever invented. 
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U. 
 
As the valley widens,  
mountains lower. How to  
think when you’re thinking, 
how to think when you’re 
not thinking. The department 
of accidental rediscovery. 
The society for the preservation  
of alphabets composed of fluid and 
the books that contain  
them. A postcard equals 
one novel. It appears we’re  
always losing something. Found 
in different stages of 
preparation and readiness. 
And the difficulty imagining an 
ideal location. It is 
the fifth or sixth or 
seventh time. 
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W. 
 
Writing a history for 
each thing you own. 
A framed photo of two  
friends. Perhaps  
Pennsylvania. On the cycling 
team. Date unknown. The 
objects that follow 
you from one living 
situation to another. 
And what house do you  
recall having no door. 
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Y. 
 
The separation of valve 
and value. Painting a white 
horse lost in fog. Declin 
ing the ready-to-wear 
poetic at 700 ft 
above sea level. As the 
arranged becomes disarranged 
becomes arranged again. In 
cluding the hypothetical fig. 2. 
Three small red fish. 
The question remains the same. 
Are they swimming or stand 
ing. Constructing an L- 
shaped addendum. 
 



 
 
 
 
 

______________________________ 
The Text Develops and Loses 

Time in the Reading of it 
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__________ 
Flat Out 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* 
Zero 
The emulsion yields several digits and red plurals. Negative writings approach. Red 
plurals. Surely more than. The found periodic tables. A honed measure. Never applies to 
the sum. The hole heralds a circular day.  Clarity’s line.  
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* 
Language is an accident / As the balloon / Gets lost / In the newest thing / A mother 
speaks to her baby / A balloon / Her head is a balloon / Across the street it’s hello 
Gregory / Her babies are balloon headed / There is history / Something naturally 
occurring / It’s orange i’m thinking of / Her mission in sight / Her momentum assured 
/ Her head looks like mine / I must be hers 
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* 
It’s yours now completely. Even while the words form meaning adjoining sounds 
distract you. That trick of how you associate to the text. That ability of meshing life with 
what you think of life. You decide. You decide what to read or how to read and you are 
deciding as you are reading. Find me, and you already have begun a new book in your 
hands. Put me down and still you seek a new source. Thought travels a certain distance 
then returns. And it dawns on you, or has been dawning on you or you’ve enjoyed many 
dawns or are still transfixed by that one dawn, that first dawn. Even now. Here now. Go 
ahead close the book and walk away. The texture of it is nothing to speak of, but you’ve 
thought of it already, the kind of paper, its dimensions, its similarity to other textures 
you’ve known. It just happens so quickly. You are in command the whole time. I am 
here to stop you up, to remind you. Now to begin again... 
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* 
Quell, The Thorn Dispenser 
Called a bounce, a detonation absolved nor frivolous explosions. Would you walk 
alongside me? If you approach me, painted in toxins, I’ll know you, but tonight it slips. 
It slips too. It’s a short time. The chores undone accumulate. Laughs at the calendar. 
That repulsive day. Now I cowboy mount the back of it. Whisper coordinates of 
salvation. They bounce off the lobes and the surprisingly lulled response. Fuck it, the 
trigger. The girl is a friend with a finger, she walks toward me, she walks toward the bar. 
Such strategy, well planned cognition. Would you bend the wall, some sympathetic 
contrivance. To appreciate a supply of fire. They said, necessities. No one divines where 
or even should they. The delicates of expecting. Friendships waiver between. The waters 
refuse to falter. 
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* 
Organized Dying 
This room’s for memorization / The plagiarist’s cubical or hallway or rotunda / A 
confluence will never take place / This is just a matter of time / A book is something 
you hold / Off the grid, under radar 
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* 
Makes Voice Without 
The next tether is close at hand. It’s not about being different; it’s about being alone. 
Forever. A configuration makes sense, but geometries shift. Slash through familiar 
quotations. The coupling is confusion, an elongated misunderstanding. Back pages 
promote the sheer fabric of protects you from staring. Those diabolical underpinnings. 
These sojourns of sadness amuse someone. Who peels back their misshapen frailties? 
No one is better than another. Water is relentless here, but the smell forgets and keeps 
you away. Double or nothing is how we see all of nothing. The delicious parts of history. 
Facing the painting like never before. I don’t even prefer that anymore.  
  
The air, a moment rushes against it and nothing remembers its name. Blind-sided, 
blinded, the monsters emerge. A pile of board games at the thrift store. Pieces missing. 
Seeds caught in the shirt’s cuff. Torn lengthwise, an improvised poster. Eyelids lowered, 
the night of your drink enters. The dispatcher has been out for weeks. 
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* 
drinkdrinkdrink, thinkthinkthink, winkwinkwink, amazingly the poles in synch, the skirts 
spun, an umbrella no one says much about, a silent shell, a fontanel, shaped like a 
moment here 
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* 
Photo Albumen 
unformed / here together / a bowl of teeth / the circus runs through / beautiful smile 
falling / down the back of / the eye is slow / bent happily / happy at a distance / 
pledged between / the radio lifts / dollops of smoke / run up hill / in three directions 
and the water seeks translation / the snapping velvet of a sixth language 
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* 
Shavings  
in the world / the one obvious distinction / a palace of fever of dementia / also there is 
the finicky wobble  
X / THE DESTRUCTION / A WAREHOUSE LEFT IN DISARRAY / MARBLES 
ACROSS A DESERT OF FORMICA / AN ANIMAL’S OBSCURED DREAM / 
REGARDED AS A GROUNDED PRONOUN / DRAWS ITS OPPOSITE / X 
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* 
It reveals itself. It putters along. It thrives too. A wonderment, also torment. Would you 
lean in and rummage about? The details are obvious again. Behind the house is a wrong 
space. Before the house was ever a monster. The river nearby slithers and withers out of 
view.  
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* 
A SYMPOSIUM ON LOVELINESS 
invisible notations. the nearest distance. a prediction. intends the practical drift of color, 
verging on something gigantic. inside the small. a frantic dampening stick. one hundred 
bells, one hundred bricks, one hundred remembers whatever will surface. little alphabet 
parts. the genius of the thumb. delightful electric shaft. the mayhem turns on you. as 
change finds you. frolic is sewn into a hat. you wonder where gravity is. the forms of 
communicating. a foray. a foyer. aforementioned. 
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* 
The Presumption 
Do information and fabric both widen / There / Can it / Between textures / Nothing 
starts / Reveals more this / Now this / Photon healed contusions / But fewer ever live 
/ So we assume the rest / Forcing consonants to bleed 
 



 
 
 
 
 

_________________ 
The 4th Eleven 

 



= 
 
Is disease As intended and now enters Resting on the hip awaits catastrophe 
No more catastrophe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
= 
 
How many new persons Encountered And new locations Derived from a center plate 
What number of magnified Visitations until The concoction is right The flavor done 
right I will this though At the onset the outset That which wont achieve The brush of 
drumming A face to the wind facing Another exploration  
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= 
 
Look at the shape red light makes 
Light speed Light speeds over the desert Some in the speaker Some in the pocket Some 
in a paper bag A face in the radio 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
= 
 
Two seconds before relaxing Two apes look frightened
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= 
 
What’s been missed From across the street A smile crawls back The way it is 
Recalls paper dimensions Devoted to points along her spine Love wallpapers the room 
Drives it around the corner Sends Sent Driven round the bend Bent 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
= 
 
Certainly miniature explosions As pamphlets wont succeed 
An abundance you expect The word disease Otherly the gigantics 
Sleep among the upper clouds Puzzled by cruel figures 
Hovering across the forehead Houses full of people noise 
The desire to be juggle-free From the father lung inhale light 
From the mother lung you inhale heat It’s the arms that fall like two weak sticks 
In the healing trees To see is better Than to have never
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= 
 
The plural storm lands here Amidst the furniture One last memory 
That counts standing Alone or an echo of ourselves Forward 
In this way we devote ourselves By lying down next to the corpse 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
= 
 
Save me tonight I am shifting The little belly Puddles
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= 
 
Her penalty is Her wealth is An elbow  
A roomful About the head 
The other night You wanted it 
Transparent Like a ghost 
And even stroked The jellyfish 
To master its poison 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
= 
 
Where fruit grows As to know the future 
In one bite The weather is hiding everywhere 
That smile Smiles at That smile
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= 
 
The pearl 
Of 
The curl 
Of 
The widened 
Swirl 
Of 
A penny 
Forgotten 
In a handful 
Of 
It 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
= 
 
You will always remember the half made building 
The penetration Along the boundary  
Perforations you breathe through 
The text as border An alphabet’s hem A flair 
I was made for this moment To hold the pieces 
The pressure in his head Caused by a software glitch
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= 
 
Surely missing pieces are found. At least in compliance with dream data. A fuse, a thread 
recoiled. To smile again. Brought back to that, to smile again. When you say it’s crazy, I 
say it’s not crazy enough. Sound corrupts. Dims the measure of attention put aside for 
this very situation. Impressed with the energy involved in getting this project underway, 
he concluded he could not proceed without outside help. Please enter without, a 
systematic approach to entering without – without the area, without the arena. A flank 
of attack minds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
= 
 
Closely Toward here 
Closer still Hardly worth the effort 
Writing this Now right by you 
Being invisible And all
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= 
 
Odd, after twenty years it would start acting up again. Tumult greets it. The intersection 
sideswiped by irrepressible forces waiting in the wings. For cracks, looking for cracks 
after excessive weight. The event begins to crush. To smother the point. For cracks. For 
cracks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
= 
 
A horse’s eye Sees the high count 
The platelets Of fury 
Troubled by a weakness 
That softens the surface 
 
Afford this problem 
And it will erase you
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= 
 
As diminished air As capacity when it means air 
As air thins An elevation 
Forward Toward 
An end – 
 
The detachable section of text joins you 



 
 
 
 
 

______________________________ 
Negative Alphabet Alphabet 
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___________ 
text a go  

for RM  

 



W is encircled but not dead yet. B addresses one vacant intersection. it is considered a 

surrounded text. W eludes capture. W is elsewhere. the two are separate. B chooses not 

to expend energy. to waste time. B moves internally. forever. the table’s comprised of 

many texts. W connects the points. in a moment. the moment W both removes and 

occupies the seat. the enclosed structure creates a new design. the eyes. the text by which 

all is captured. B forbids suicide. B allows himself to be logically unoccupied. the fashion 

of the prisoner. W replies. endlessly the life and death of larger texts and their disputed 

intersections. W’s repetition of the original. B dares not ignore. B implies the threat of 

being elsewhere. W responds. the out of context sequence shows weakness. a small text 

is used for convenience to illustrate the method. the southern half of the table acquires 

four prisoners. B and W encompass each other. it’s unsure if they own anything. W has 

two eyes and surveys his territory. W lives in an enclave. B deduces that he too must 

have at least two eyes. B must kill and expose W’s false eye. the primary enclosure is in 

place. an influence upon southern threats. the edges of the text are natural borders. B 

will diminish the area himself. the essential walls no longer encroach. W leaves the 

center for later. a meal. B’s futility goes unobserved. the invasion is defined by 
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 88 
 

advantage. a subtle decrease in vacancy. W invests in more material. W favors the 

difference in convenient patterns. in permitted groupings. the table is governed by 

strategy and accuracy. the seats are additional territories. B resigns himself to local 

occurrences. B is foolish in this example. on the other hand. the text is outside and rife 

with discrepancies. a rare consolation. the text filled with errors. it begins dull and ends 

scattered. B arbitrarily cuts himself off from more funding. B requires three rocks. 

inconsolable.



 

 
 
 
 

__________________ 
IN(   )BETWEEN 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the formalities 
receiving 
I think 
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“your light is…” 
never 

more of me 
in the middle 
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magnets 
pictures 
snaps 

what falls 
tumble, yellow area 
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I’m never anywhere 
chaos works 

‘or’ 
twenty pennies 

standing 
the next morning 
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inventing 
up  and 

shuddering 
beyond 

an uptight net 
inside scissor holes 

array 
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OK 
a gigasecond 

a radio 
I am capable of 

nothing 
between 
my head 
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a. the F  of     an / in(  )between      
b. is how you receive       
c. think is the small 
d. “ light is              lit..........light”    
e. (but) / never / through it 
f. more of me disappears / and  
g. conversation blurs 
h. in the middle of /  
i. the magnets / of  
j. pictures / the sun / makes  
k. it / snaps /            despair /        accumulates  
l. what falls outside / will become /  
m. tyranny / demosthenes /  
n. never / correctly      
o. works its way / in      
p. the / conjunctive    ‘or’    twenty pennies 
q. walking between cars /         a suitable rock 
r. an island / threatened / by sharks 
s. friends / the next             morning  
t. up / down     shuddering / to think 
u. shuddering      beyond  
v. get caught I get /             in a coat / inside  
w. t / his / dis / array             OKAY 
x. a billion seconds         a radio      or /instrument 
y. of / grotesque /        tongues emerge 
z. nothing   /is more a donut/ or / said / wrung / the bus 
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it came to him first      I explain to many  
the formalities of an / in(  )between      
you receive / becomes an issue      
of large (autumnal) clouds      invisible schematics  
“your light is lit / from another light”    
a reenactment / brings you the door /    
trouble in my rent     now      when I sleep / more of me 
located / in the (   x   ) of /  duality     
-you could live inside      there-        between   
traffic signs / in /    this   slit      
more than 5 thousand languages /  
pictures / the sun / makes bone  
the smelly neck / of the mundane /  accumulates umulates 
a two to 4 hour / radius      
pencil, tuna / carmichael    pin cushion, streetlight   /  
tumble, yellow area, /  I look forward / to my friends   
I am here / never anywhere correctly      
in time      
the / conjunctive ‘or’ / conveys / or / I suffer    
20pennies / 1dime, 1nickel, & 5pennies   
despair  makes /  an island / threatened / by sharks 
events / consist of / beer-food 
invent  /      down again 
shuddering / to think 
lost / beyond familiarity 
in an uptight net / that catches uptights /  
my arms /            / my fingers /  inside scissor   holes 
this / dis / may / con / tain / way / not / know / ing / say 
OKAY, BE THEY 
a billion seconds old 
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makes / a radio /                  behind the wall 
thinking / what the pages look like /  
nothing in(  )between nothing / is more of a donut /  
for a moment, / suspend myself  
the way my head now /tilts  
I find a suitable rock        /nervous about settling in 
the tongues rarely emerge     I draw two horizontals  
or / every said / is wrong / waiting on the bus 

      
 



 
 
 
 
 

________________ 
THe DISTORTs 

     

 



                1 
troubled 
the   planted 
trouble 
rubble   X 
     X 
    obscured  by  blue 
                 2 
          eats 
   a    monster’s 
 cotton      candied 
cottons  to  it 
    easily 
    enough 
    swallowed 
                 3 
    if  initially 
you  are  talking 
    you  are  tucked 
            then  away 
    wheeled 
            to 
    silenced 
                4 
    clarity  see 
        sees     scaffolding 
  and  climbs  it 
fainting  along 
    the  way 
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                 5 
    bird  in 
    a  tube 
 
    lingers 
 
language  like 
    armor 
                 6 
in             whiteness 
    erased 
  the  neck  down 
    l o o k i n g 
at  it 
    now 
                 7 
    moving 
       past 
    the  shaft 
       an  arrangement   
form  makes 
    a  cone 
                 8 
    suddenly 
       arrive 
    beached 
on        shore 
the  peripherals  return 
  
    to  center 
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                 9 
    walking 
   through 
   the door 
   swings  open 
    twenty  years   
        ago 
                 10 
    blood  carries 
everything 
   the  face  wakens 
 
   a   
   chemical  a  jocular 
dimple 
                 11 
   held 
no  handles 
 
   zero 
   begins 
   yet  again 
                 12 
   deletes 
   at   
    one  end  
    a  pencil 
going  cross  town 
    in  a   
    pocket 
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                 13 
    open  your  eyes 
one  time 
   opens  again 
another 
                    14 
    linger s    
    other  s 
 
    relates  to  you  to 
    others  to  planets  to 
    other’s  other 
 
    annihilates 
                 15 
   x 
    holy  x 
   reindeer  x 
   conspire  x 
   a chestnut  x 
x   coming  to  x 
   tanenbaum  x 
   silently  x 
    x 
                 16 
        demonstrates 
    ease 
variety 
   situates 
 
a  well  adorned  snake 
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                17 
    as  electrons 
    cluster 
yr     cell  phones 
    ring 
 
    molecularly 
                 18 
    the  dizzy  o 
       open  city 
     a  trimmed  canopy 
    dry 
 
    come  see  my 
area 
                  19 
     heat 
    near  feet 
will    change   the 
fetus 
 
a  long  day 
    standing 
                 20 
    light  bends 
    around  corners 
 
       then 
    wants 
                to  overeat 
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                 21 
    a    deliberate 
       question 
    how  to  rid  the bird 
         this 
    and 
    feel 
lighter 
         more  tune  
                 22 
    an  upheaval 
       of  pearls 
  
       over  the  
    brim   
 
    a  dramas  roll   
    film 

 



 
  
 
 
 

___________ 
Vowelist 

for voices 
 
 

 



 
ob ob bo ib bi ob 
bi ib bo eb ob bi 
ab be ob bi ob bo 
bo bi ba ob eb ba 
bo ob bo ab ib ib 
ib bu eb bo bi ub 
ba bo bi ba bo be 
ub ib ob bo ib bu 

 
oz oz zo iz zi oz 
zi iz zo ez oz zi 
az ze oz zi oz zo 
zo zi za oz ez za 
zo oz zo az iz iz 
iz zu ez zo zi uz 
za zo zi za zo ze 
uz iz oz zo iz zu 

 
oc oc co ic ci oc 
ci ic co ec oc ci 
ac ce oc ci oc co 
co ci ca oc ec ca 
co oc co ac ic ic 
ic cu ec co ci uc 
ca co ci ca co ce 
uc ic oc co ic cu 

 
ox ox xo ix xi ox 
xi ix xo ex ox xi 
ax xe ox xi ox xo 
xo xi xa ox ex xa 
xo ox xo ax ix ix 
ix xu ex xo xi ux 
xa xo xi xa xo xe 
ux ix ox xo ix xu 

 
 

 
od od do id di od 
di id do ed od di 
ad de od di od do 
do di da od ed da 
do od do ad id id 
id du ed do di ud 
da do di da do de 
ud id od do id du 

    
ow ow wo iw wi ow 
wi iw wo ew ow wi 
aw we ow wi ow wo 
wo wi wa ow ew wa 
wo ow wo aw iw iw 
iw wu ew wo wi uw 
wa wo wi wa wo we 
uw iw ow wo iw wu 

 
of of fo if fi of 
fi if fo ef of fi 
af fe of fi of fo 
fo fi fa of ef fa 
fo of fo af if if 
if fu ef fo fi uf 
fa fo fi fa fo fe 
uf if of fo if fu 

 
ov ov vo iv vi ov 
vi iv vo ev ov vi 
av ve ov vi ov vo 
vo vi va ov ev va 
vo ov vo av iv iv 
iv vu ev vo vi uv 
va vo vi va vo ve 
uv iv ov vo iv vu 
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ot ot to it ti ot 
ti it to et ot ti 
at te ot ti ot to 
to ti ta ot et ta 
to ot to at it it 
it tu et to ti ut 
ta to ti ta to te 
ut it ot to it tu 

 
og og go ig gi og 
gi ig go eg og gi 
ag ge og gi og go 
go gi ga og eg ga 
go og go ag ig ig 
ig gu eg go gi ug 
ga go gi ga go ge 
ug ig og go ig gu 

 
os os so is si os 
si is so es os si 
as se os si os so 
so si sa os es sa 
so os so as is is 
is su es so si us 
sa so si sa so se 
us is os so is su 

 
oh oh ho ih hi oh 
hi ih ho eh oh hi 
ah he oh hi oh ho 
ho hi ha oh eh ha 
ho oh ho ah ih ih 
ih hu eh ho hi uh 
ha ho hi ha ho he 
uh ih oh ho ih hu 

 
 

 
or or ro ir ri or 
ri ir ro er or ri 
ar re or ri or ro 
ro ri ra or er ra 
ro or ro ar ir ir 
ir ru er ro ri ur 
ra ro ri ra ro re 
ur ir or ro ir ru 

 
oj oj jo ij ji oj 
ji ij jo ej oj ji 
aj je oj ji oj jo 
jo ji ja oj ej ja 
jo oj jo aj ij ij 
ij ju ej jo ji uj 
ja jo ji ja jo je 
uj ij oj jo ij ju 

 
oq oq qo iq qi oq 
qi iq qo eq oq qi 
aq qe oq qi oq qo 
qo qi qa oq eq qa 
qo oq qo aq iq iq 
iq qu eq qo qi uq 
qa qo qi qa qo qe 
uq iq oq qo iq qu 

 
ok ok ko ik ki ok 
ki ik ko ek ok ki 
ak ke ok ki ok ko 
ko ki ka ok ek ka 
ko ok ko ak ik ik 
ik ku ek ko ki uk 
ka ko ki ka ko ke 
uk ik ok ko ik ku 
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op op po ip pi op 
pi ip po ep op pi 
ap pe op pi op po 
po pi pa op ep pa 
po op po ap ip ip 
ip pu ep po pi up 
pa po pi pa po pe 
up ip op po ip pu 

 
ol ol lo il li ol 
li il lo el ol li 
al le ol li ol lo 
lo li la ol el la 
lo ol lo al il il 
il lu el lo li ul 
la lo li la lo le 
ul il ol lo il lu 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
on on no in ni on 
ni in no en on ni 
an ne on ni on no 
no ni na on en na 
no on no an in in 
in nu en no ni un 
na no ni na no ne 
un in on no in nu 

 
om om mo im mi om 
mi im mo em om mi 
am me om mi om mo 
mo mi ma om em ma 
mo om mo am im im 
im mu em mo mi um 
ma mo mi ma mo me 
um im om mo im mu 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

_____________ 
HALF TIME 
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______________________ 
Against Completion 

 

 



A typical rendering flanked, bespeckled. A hand drawn thoroughfare. Made simple with 
trees. A deleted new morning. Ribbon suspension. Checking off desired destinations. 
Whimsy fraught potholes. My boy’s my size. Follows contours of its fingers. The trouble 
with opera is pamphleteering theories. 
 
Not resilient, but enough space. Its density wont let you in. A destiny written longhand 
on bone. My friend, the isolationist, moves away from focus. 
 
Deter nothing. Engage nothing. Denuded quantities and sculpted deferments. Standing 
in the perfect void. What’s the fuckin point? Text inside the helmet fills yr head. 
Disguised between sheets of paper. Lethargy, its new fiancée. Diamond encrusted. 
Leaning back into a marketing armchair campaign. Classified sized announcements of 
intention. Available for sideways exploitation. 
 
Your logic or logic itself unsettles. Straightened lines devour folding unfolding. The 
pulled stone shows no elastic. No fever in the cells. An extended surface of accidental 
cursive. Nothing said. Its breath holds less.  Televised talk. It’s not wrong for a knife to 
seek bleeding, right? An orchestra on its tipping toes. School uniform badge of 
allegiance. An army and its financial prowess. We suck. 
 
Five of it is drowning: Sent. Preferred. Kindnesses. Recall. Infraction. Enlivens the song 
mishap. The song entrapped. The song never erased. You speak and it hums. THE 
POLICE CAN KICK MY ASS. Reenacts hate throughout the house. Anything said 
irritates me. Best to trap the silence. My friend, the isolationist. 
 
What presumes fuller architecture. The new fad. Restoring punctuation so as to slow 
time. Enunciates anyword becomes problematic. A mouth hangs down the stares at her 
eyes. Speaks poetics, deflates poetics. Invisible radio through the wall.  
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“461. “This thing that looks like a hand isn’t just a superb imitation—it really is a hand.” 
 
568. I know my name, only because, like anyone else, I use it over and over again.” 
 
                                  LUDWIG W. 
 
 
In there you will find reference to submerged funds, tucked away earnings. 
 
Thought Veranda busy in motion. 
 
Threads. Through wads of coal less exacts an emblazoned horse. Leaping consecutive 
tables and throaty unnoticed indulgent innards of brilliant bulbs, thimbles. You cannot 
know what books are around me. Drumming up three names: adornment adjournment 
adjustment - the nevership wavings of the wish monger.  
 
An undulant mind on soft display. 
 
Doodling or the river was there as an expedition from safety, as water was always nearby 
especially now thinking with my dick or crushed before it gets a chance to think. That 
curious phone message and glad I know people who would be so odd. An episode on 
the inner lining of coats. So don’t involve me in yr lack of imagination.  
 
Self-loathing is a luxury. 
 
Leaving the room bewildered visions happen. Sentences form to make this sort of 
speech I have to make and I go over it and over it till I get it right and when I do it falls 
apart and this speech and these sentences and their words all swirl about - this happens 
all afternoon long. 
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It should be obvious with the limited tools to edit yr question is a little unnerving. It’s 
neither visual nor textual but both hemispheres of the horse trying to become further 
liberated from the physical act of writing something I loathe. 
 
After the placemat come the feet in yards. Also leave enough room for animals. Leave 
the animals alone. Its face lingers into day. Or repeated with new words. 
 
A razor is normal as a fence. When you say ramifications there’s something else. A 
sparticle, a whirligig, a neutrino. Color fabric waved on the porch signals a sequence. 
Reaching down to lift a pencil. A photographic abundance laid out for your choosing. 
 
Pomegranate Trees rely on eyesight to grow. 
 
Here’s how strategy adheres tip. Water thumb marble to marble constant. Amplify 
wakefulness stitched to buoys throughout. Bloat cuddled to death in multitudes. One 
token bit of yellow to complete the outline. Alongside staring are gaps of sequence 
pivotal to natural unfettered flow. Intact, intricate, strong indignant breath clears a 
landing pad for visiting vowels. Hand gestures, hand dancing in a secret head full of 
articulate cousin of bird watching or ritual emulsion for a new eroding stalk. Respirator, 
quiet below water through bricks cones coins slotted loyalty for the short run cinematic 
dissolve. Upper lipped armadas across cartography you know the name of. Tacked back 
to spotlight sheets of paper per photon measured increment by plodding incrementally 
blurred drawing the water blur blurs blur. The division retards any possible bridgeable 
gap these feet between us pose. You should have no problem retracing their steps as 
they left footprints. Like knitting it’s a real time experience, it occupies time, resembles 
how time unfolds. Armed against boredom you make boredom. As well coming to this 
clearing, this circle dressed in baubles and glass bulbs three times the size. A logbook 
swallower. Four disrobings in a year layered and dislodged from that layer thrown off. 
Needing outside contraptions to hold the crux bewildered. 
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“Anyone speaking against logic is considered irresponsible. Nothing remains inaccessible 
to science. The person who wishes to speak about nothing must by necessity become 
unscientific. Philosophy never rises out of science. To speak of nothing will always 
remain a horror and an absurdity for science. But aside from the philosopher, the poet 
can do so, because the spirit of poetry is essentially superior to the spirit that prevails in 
all-mere sciences. The poet speaks as though the essent (the whole) were being 
expressed and invoked for the first time.” 
 
                                  HEIDEGGER 
 
 
     emily  janes’ 
 
coiled  things   
promote  headaches 
 
your  heart’s  driven  out 
and  cant  get  back  in 
 
each reading the book that’s  
theirs 
 
come into the garden, rain 
forty chapels 
 
we write even as words keep 
moving away 
 
beads bend reeds rend 
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well, first of all, thanks for even reading it. I was having something of a crisis I suppose. 
they fluctuate is my general condition. 
 
 
                          I no longer recognize 
what doesn’t fit 
 
                          undoing these ten previous 
words 
 
                          the distortions 
follow unfocused 
 
                          the hairy bodies of bees 
                          fly past your eyes 
to the next source  
 
                          tugging forces design a balance 
naturally 
 
                          what gets into your head 
becomes your head 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a salute to the small small 
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1 
select an image 
request a description  
not to be confused with first impressions  
 
2 
be an experiment 
suggest the eye to land 
on an undetermined point 
 
there is no location to accentuate 
 
3 
your response will be amassed in casebook form 

 
 
“My obsession with surface is the subject of my music. In a sense, my compositions are 
really not “compositions” at all. One might call them time canvases in which I more or 
less prime the canvas with an overall hue of the music. I have learned that the more one 
composes or constructs—the more one prevents Time Undisturbed from becoming the 
controlling metaphor of the music.” 
 
                                    MORTON FELDMAN 
 
 
Longhand into tiny notebooks I carry for months. 
 
A moment is bundled. You see a word and it means what you recall of its definition. 
That happens in less than a second. As if automatic. You don’t typically spend more 
time than that, but if you did.   



 
 
 
 
 

_______________________ 
The Flattened Missive 

 



hyper extended pharmaceutical elaborations. the slinky delinquishment (sic) appeased. 
consider the dimension when frothing the poisoned flounce. equate the rumpled 
partition to its opposing hilt. the coffee bean undressed. a smooth allowance toward an 
accrued spittoon. a breeze filled day. the puncture found at window’s edge. where words 
fall off and plummet. or ground up mathematics. rendered lifeless. food stock for the 
lesser human. lesser? no triangulation achieved begins to distinguish the angle’s perfect 
attainment. gross overage surrounds us. the crank undulating near the furnace is hiss. a 
thermal affluence. hawk-eyed altitudes find molecular bumping, elemental thumping, 
atomic humping. street sign logistics. a fanciful plague of niceties caricatured by hurled 
doilies of pornography. a rubber acquaintance. the drivel of routine alcoholism. the 
mounting purpose gelled to unknown certainties - an impossibility, standing in front of 
the thrift store. waiting for buses in the wind. a cajoling, a clarity of juniper. the sestina 
of brazilian herbs. aero liners shut down. we are scrutinized by terror. a deliberate 
observation slept and slipped through a slot. a tenderness whirling unnamed. poor poor 
rhapsodic adhesive. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
her tone arm lightly. the anticipation of sonic erotica. lips sprayed with the captured 
breath of the now dead. leather binds keep her in place, in position. the speakers 
mounted on the ceiling of the gymnasium blare out the weather. weaved into every book 
is a hair from the top of the head. love is that much. excruciating. a thimbleful can 
eliminate the world. radio appendage tuning in the azure of this uglier dictionary. it is an 
elaborate sojourn with built-in acquaintance, something stealthy, and socially quirky. the 
pool table is a directional disappointment. a scrimmage of fathoms sporting around on 
your campus. a flag-happy curmudgeon dribbles the flecks slowly from his once tightly 
clenched hand 
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what restrains a super power after guilt has lost its charm. the sleek exterior of splayed 
softness. a dixie cup dispenser of oblivion, little morsels, little meds. ablutions of the 
mind as an egregious religious ritual. as a windowsill is a place for elbows, so should a 
beach be a horizontal wonderment without the diesel fumes of military aggression. an 
ultimate reprise written into historical text. some twist, some wisdom-strap holding 
things in place. not as is, but what will! the future of coagulation is calm entropy. it’s 
true, spikes of activity are unstoppable. only out of chaos does order emerge, not the 
other way around. the new poster is a phoneme. the new couch is a bubble. war, my 
dearest, is the open air and how it occurs. how is a wolf to cease hunting? it cannot. no 
animal is better or less enlightened than any other. horticulture is a neighborhood of 
sleeping. wake your dreams. johnny b. goodie. the pleasure of jump ness. bridge of 
thwack. if it digits, will it gidgets? gadgets? targets? the quiver shakes the very area. an 
unplugged brain is more dangerous than any taxpayer. I am flurries. the zeal of 
atonement. try to kill not or try something different for once. newspapers are new no 
more. same old same old. blood everywhere and then the clean up. 
  
the herald, the mounted crown of mountain laurel, meet the solipsistic era. same as the 
old solipsistic era. the curmudgeon apostrophe dangles over the still water of wafers. 
almost derisive this flattened missive attuned to the crisp frequency of obliteration. 
cough, cough. the plumage decorates the inner lung of alfonso. neon fiancée of squeegee 
brothel. autumnal barks down the block, twig infested columns lean into dark. the yo-yo, 
the yum-yum, the ping-pong of dust. from me to you, from me to you, from me to you, 
and the shiver of non-obstructed valence. a hover buoyant reality. you will harness 
vitriol for generating an appliance. a kite too. a benjamin, a franklin. one hundred 
assumptions painted in dollar green ink. a puzzle of offerings. a channel of faucets. a 
sung pulley of adroit varsity sportsters. a found subscription of literary rareness. from 
vignettes to new jersey. the overage is destined for somewhere between pause and off. 
off now. off now gone. off now gone bye. see ya bye. a solipsistic devil slips through 
your destiny. there you go. a repetition of utterance. the utter silence of repeating it. it 
deletes itself. 
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zaumist children chalk drawing in the corner. appeal of shiny commercials to the smaller 
digits. you have learned how to place your silverware. now you fidget over your spare 
change. gazing, wafting, high mirth in a can. those pencil sketches of old new york. pre 
nines, pre elevens. pre teens have lessened for now their crazy rage, but wait. but wilt. 
but wont you shake the nascent bones and ‘lectric akimbo production of how all 
knowledge alights on the forehead of those in preparation of sudden termination. kinda 
nuclear. kinda spiritual. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
addendum 
 
the brutality is floundering as excessive ad campaigns lose their sting and vitality. a 
beautifully proportioned finch delicately immersed in a vat of albumen. and war, my 
dear watson, has become a human necessity. as with current musical trends, they too 
find the power of miracles a mere bonus feature. available, attainable. not knowing the 
tsunami of applause, martha seeks moisture, as martha is anyone. logging on is our 
financial privilege, is our culture of dominance. as we achieve dominion over it, it will be 
our undoing. and then the return of the trance and its unstable politic. the means by 
which we meander, by which we become blind but to the singularly offered beam of 
light. and this intended beam is not a discovery, not a found brilliance, but the 
fabrication of the temporary ability to mute brain functions. to suspend mentality. to 
freeze logic. to under whelm the nervous empire. how else the beast to sleep. how else 
this program delete. and war is the knowing, the depth of plunge. 



 
 
 
 
 

__________ 
Rubber 
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________________ 
The Colander 

 

 



1. 
 
In the beginning was a texture. Historically, alphabets are for advertising. And so the 
world entertains by involving everything.  
 
 
2.  
 
The sides of a whole the eyes intuit. The spine absorbs ink. The three names of light. It 
attracts the center is implicit. The skin engulfs what happens next. Sheet music 
plummets from the sky. This is not a pipe or it is or it isn’t. The blind dog twice as loud.  
 
 
3.  
 
It considers the moisture of exhaling. It plucks string. The spike of lightning in the head. 
Dark or darling the visions visit you. It is half in, half out of language.  
 
 
4.  
 
Certain activities adhere to much longer time frames that won’t ever effect us. Don’t 
drop names or break them or reconstruct a bagel of intelligent thinking. Complex knots 
or the nautical tops of pies.  
 
 
5.  
 
The eyes hover “like jelly-fish,” “like turbines provoked.” A downloaded greeting. The 
details of respiration. Our bodies adjust to what’s up there. From the air through the 
brain to the page.  
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6.  
 
There is the sun. There is the thing that makes it unbearable. The sound of 
unmusculated bones. Though that there throughout thus would be thought thrust up in 
threes this sea to swallow. The written language MAKING its way up, then falling, 
collapsing. Blue and fluorescent green. A young man, a fish, an umbrella. Today, lost in 
its own reverberations. The continuous literature of movement. He considers the world 
to have begun or sprung out of a single black stone. A bee lands on your arm and 
punctures the flesh. This is one form of communication. The otters are startled by the 
kalimba. A bear half in, half out of water. Spoken words toward an ear are in constant 
danger. The upper torso of shadow. Reciting an equation in the mirror. A vector releases 
what it’s willing to eject. You no longer just hear the thing; it seeps out your eyes. To live 
life at this height.  
 
 
7.  
 
Document distance between things. Fold the distance between things. It is near the 
epicenter or is fog. There is nothing unusual between my fingers. Fast hand movement. 
Certain writing is impossible. “Bulky and odd-shaped letters.” Extracting the gem 
through layers of gauze. You see what’s becoming or coming into being is this healing. 
They say vision is half of everything. A simple toy fraught with overuse. The clarinet is a 
spine too. They come to form or together form a third. “Technology leaves some 
groups in chronic unemployment.” Bring what waves you muster. Offer them on 
floating cork. Pulled from a box. I am offered a job, a tripod in sand.  
 
 
8.  
 
“Whosoever serves the hungry will see a paradise.” Whosoever serves the hungry will in 
turn see the word as the word unfolds. Bricoleur, my brain is a man. “O beloved of my 
twenty-seven senses...” skinning the dreamer leaving only the elbow. The boy will read 
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the verses (what is the first word?) boy (what is the second word?) verses. The blind join 
in comprehension.  As one note is applied to another it becomes an event. The history 
of whirling. “All important matters were discussed twice in the councils of state - once 
when they were drinking, and again when they were sober.” A writer and reader share an 
imperfect language. It is impossible to talk while reading a book. The teller and the told 
are reduced to one person, so the act of telling is reduced to silence. You can’t afford to 
blink, to be blind for even a second.  
 
 
9.  
 
What happens next. Flashes, birds, white as they are, land on the roof. The colander lets 
impurities pass through. Birds in flight. The force of it pins you to the floor. White paint 
drips on the table till the surface is completely covered. Great marauding giants slip 
through your fingers. Snake your arm through the fence and grab what gold there is. 
Swan dive into a circle of black paint. Your shoulder hoping to conjugate warm, the 
verb. Total tropic green in here, dream in here. I hear your words congeal in here, in my 
ear. I don’t worry about adventure. Adventure is an optic nerve. When you’re being 
consumed by fire, its origin is meaningless. The french horn is my scuba gear. Silver 
needle bird, she said. How air is large enough to swallow. Leaps in your ear to see what 
you’re seeing. Her bird softens. Ring-a-levio 123 123.  
 
 
10.  
 
The anticipation of light inside the funambulist. Sleeping on reams of vellum. The details 
of a painting no photons reach. Light finds you in the core of a succulent. Wanting what 
won’t break or breakdown. Precious stone rolls out his mouth for weeks. A stapled 
together frame propped against the backseat. A dashboard compass. We stop nowhere 
but to rest. The separate hemispheres of its eyes. Sweet night, bent, paddling in a pond. 
Water so still it lifts like a page. An empire dressed in light. We project a funnel on its 
side. A blue stalk in her hand or its reflection. Seeing and moving converge. Imagine 
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scaffolding. The kind of dust you write your name in. It’s never morning, it’s always a 
pipe. You build a house. There’s skin and hair everywhere.  
 
 
11.  
 
Nothing remains of our talking. The eel has a strong mouth and very muscular tail. The 
river is the same. Several times I have attempted to cross over into the woodlands. The 
room spins wild in the pocket of a fine overcast day. The cat licks the emulsion, then 
cancels what we build. Sadly a painter emits too much, a twig-snapping phone call. I am 
writing a letter or perhaps a sequence of letters. A blurb of whatever is available. Writing 
on a new machine. 
 
 
12.  
 
Again sadly a colander by the sea. His wrinkled several o’clock face. A moment followed 
by another similar one. Certain speech is allowed to be overheard, and so becomes 
available, in a public sense. Or what does it take to climb a tree of facts and emerge a 
brilliant yellow.  
 
 
13.  
 
Ecstatic sugar of ears, osculating futon narratives and flamboyant shoulders of your 
disappearing. A gauze-encapsulated house. The nearer the mirror the more your vain 
swells. Skin cavorting with inorganic material. Better to confound than compound. 
Better to be luscious than rush us with military flair. The fruits of our minor labor. A 
cluster of hyphens. It stays a marble from rolling off the table. If you twist me do I not 
lose shape. We are what we stand by. Scaffolding during the next two inches. Honey in 
the pocket, seven oblong grains in a sack, structures simply dissolve. Perpetual storm 
mucus. Saint perpetua shines.  
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14.  
 
Water collects at the heft. A rotating conversation. The ladder set aside, unclimbable. 
The ankle catches her helix. Every interaction addressed to the eyebrow. The music of 
brain contractions. Holding each other’s crotch. As when the eyes align mountains are 
subject to moving is verbs. An alphabet looking for a place to land. The pretzel says, “I 
was language for a second.” A head made of rice. A bonfire of blue wire. The black 
footed receipt. Inside the glands, a penchant for miniature things. 
 
 
15.  
 
Minor sources of sugar. Button shaped trees. Air pricked with negative light. Invisible 
chairs crossing the sea. Literature derived from art manifestoes. “Logically, the universe 
is absurd”  
 
 
16.  
 
A pulley system elaborately hinged. A lull between adventures. Preferring decorative 
calligraphy. Humming at the sight of you. The present tense versus the pre sentence. 
Projected across the forehead. Zeros you put your arms through. Zeros with strings 
attached. Absolutely zeros. What better thing to destroy than that which you know how 
to fix.  
 
 
17.  
 
How language alters the surface and glass traps lightning. Transparency as a way of not 
knowing. The link that binds birds to the very spine. Or a foreign known suddenly 
creates many domestic unknowns. A vehicle built in blindness is more unconscious than 
anything. The best tree knows nothing of itself. People live along migration paths. They 
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notice geese returning. In the darkest of times you associate with anything. A valve at 
the back of the neck. Writing is a writing you stare at. A parcel en route from several 
locations. Everything loses momentum at a certain distance.  
 
 
18.  
 
The first tray is a card. For days in the rain. For months immersed in whiteness. Poorly 
slaughtered meat. The year of acquiring station. A christ made of coffee grounds, 
cooked rice and crushed colored glass. Circular dance or the preservation of perishable 
art. A sentence built of string and strung to hum from blue gray beams. Nine elephants 
emerge from a grotesque contraption. The bobo relieves pain, makes a bubble of light.  
 
 
19.  
 
There are reasons for such assemblies to exist. The night is still as the surface of a body 
of water can be. Light devours sound. Lips best suited for the beauties of silence. You 
choose one significant detail and the picture unfolds - I used to hop with my ears, now I 
jump with my eyeteeth pointing up. One day five feet, one day ten, one day three inches 
from the face. Water is a finite set. The house of forgetfulness. You cannot know what 
time it will befall you. The door swings open. The more of an image or product of that 
image you see, the more into your life it is absorbed. Write tiny houses getting large. I 
notice doorways - they are made of anything.  
 
 
20.  
 
Sheets of music blur. Blue staring. The size of which... particles of festoonery. Satchels 
of tungsten. The neck stretched over the height of a fence. You must be receptive (to 
find light). It defines an object. It surrounds it. Is synonym or dark or empty disk. First 
the surface, then the whole body of water. An alternative respiratory system. Fear of the 
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exhilaration of flight. Buzzing punctuation. High velocity flapping and explicit 
separations of labor. A shuttlecock of language. Fantastic sensory dispensers of 
information. Always political, always beyond.  
 
 
21.  
 
A heavy bronchial weight. The vocal chords, crowds, clouds, desire the other. A 
houseful of furniture, all green, all wood. A radio fastened to my hip. Cut open your 
thigh placing small pebbles into it. The brain exploding into silk. The several flavors of 
orange at the back of your head. The harder you grasp it the further down the road it’s 
gone. A beach pouring out the mouth.  
 
 
22.  
 
The absolute mouth shuts down absolutely. A warehouse of big heads. Death in the 
deep road of the guitar will splinter the overburdened epicenter. Makes maps on our ear 
lobes.  
 
 
23.  
 
The act of slipping a small quantity through a crevice. Smart short breaths delight the 
skin. We accumulate interactions to build a wall of instances. The sip acquiring 
importance. We are equipped with radar and music. An outstretched offer is a formal 
event, will travel as far as intended. Consider what will fit inside that circle. The mouth 
hides its great conspirator - the tongue. What air is here will mix with what air is in you. 
(The lipped aperture devours all.) Calculate the very product of chance. Wager against 
the possibility of losing everything. Risk is the adventure. I will not merely attempt it. I 
will risk it all. The word is a sound like rain on thin corrugated metal. The rules are 
singular or sinister. ‘What bends together’ it too bends, my way, to my side, it is with me 
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in luck. Sing in darkness without a hitch. We sleep where toxins never come. It is 
perforated, so the light comes through pinholes. A road of water, the town of light - a 
collection of inventions and punctures. To pierce is to hemorrhage.  
 
 
24.  
 
Or probably it wont escape this page. More often the results are the same. There is a 
difference in language that makes the situation impossible. The thing is french or fluid, is 
elusive. A fast choppy. Forgetting, always sticking your arm in. Water is french. This 
french curve swims. A hipbone jutting out. The common ground of soils. The swollen 
tongue of aversion. The stepping out of books. Walking out of sleep, the rough hands of 
surviving. Instinct from the inside. The red mess. Two hands drumming into lather the 
sleeves of arms. My skin is too cold or incurably soft. The doctor is a book of terrible 
mountains. The weather, a stretched canvass. Memory is a set of teeth smiling, dancing 
near your ear. Balance a tray of light. Addressing the stump. It sits there not wanting 
death interrupted. Electric hand tools on my lap. Plankton floating in my eye. The 
drums come drizzling on my wrist. An unfinished peninsula. I find rocks in the shape 
I’m looking. It is good, it clogs my throat. The sex of an object in language. The 
impossible covered in specks. The table crumbles in a bonfire of talking.  
 
 
25.  
 
A simple frivolity. One pencil equals speech rarely. Thursday is feminine. The clickety 
orange contraption releases phonemes. It reminds you of television - looking better than 
it tastes. A fixable terror in the quietude. Rules of thumb, of thumbs. The height where 
birds unravel. Conjunctives flanked by similar pressures make a tent. An address to 
parachute into. You can tell by the indentation. It’s okay, it’s natural for blur to occur. 
Browsing, the brow singing.  
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26.  
 
An equation includes one radical fiasco. A fresco. A fan belt. A poltergeist wrapped in 
foil. Two creatures sliding out the catalogue. Neighborhoods are that place where 
organized sleep happens. A change of address. That’s my name. A change of address. A 
distraction worth repeating.  
 
 
27.  
 
Bumblebees caught in thicket need to concentrate. The please in pleasant. Rotating 
includes everything from bramble to jellies. Ink spreading across vellum. Now when 
your guns are stuck - you stick to your guns. The throbbing of a thumb wakens you, 
makes you attend to the living. In the mess of spotted with mayhem even the most 
comforting tune can turn on you. Salute the petals that land furthest from the event. A 
silent decision is sometimes omission. This hat of clouds sucked in with the straw-end 
of my eyes. You wonder about the dilemma of where to put your hands when you sleep. 
Descent is immediate or no other continent of language will do. 
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Formulas 
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__________________ 
The Scaffolding 

 



Sequel 
 
With gunpowder wrapped so tight, the bloom’s possible further away. The project is 
inked toward the future. Know that. Know it is a deviation, a means by which we 
lose focus. I recognize it in you, I see you losing focus. It has something to do with 
the machine you’re using. Also the way paper is piled along the riverbank. The 
yellow is a dream. The callus is hard enough to protect the very heart. The drain is 
here. I am its editor and publicist. How it looks in front is how it looks behind. 
They never tell you that. A cover panel rejuvenates the front. I love you dear, the 
pointy cherished disk of tears. The sight-seeking missile claims the eyes. Little 
memos and a holder of mysteries. Keep your ego straight. Assault no one with your 
clothing, with your gadgets, your hallowed notions, your bookshelves. It means 
nothing, but your neighbor. 
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The Unsaid Fracture 
 

Several stations above  Patient, smartly culled sticks   No other belt holds up the 
pants of the mind so well  A pinched nerve in the metacarpals, discoloration, 
adhesive breakdown, these are historically accurate   Does an idea unfold logically 
on paper only?   We are the progress you think about   An echo can repeat repeats, 
reggae repeats, the cracked nut of speaking repeats   No one outruns corruption 
unscathed   The amplified yellow office or a caffeine luncheonette   Space involves 
decisions   The song comes off the wall in sheets   The sheets come off the wall in 
song  Expectations destroy currency between friends  “You have a credibility 
problem”   Ungloved upon a full stretch of lightning   It takes days to get from one 
to the next   In a short time the odometer reads six digits   Distributes resources 
equally throughout the house  There are ways of smoothing fabric like it’s important 
to grapple with light at its fullest   Acronyms spoken at an incredible rate   The 
community   The vision pivot of its participants   Fluctuations inherent in any 
current and percussive intuitions in trees filled with birds   Beauty can be crotchety 
or fodder for the fountain behind your eyes   What is is thelonius as empty speaks 
fuller than clutter and louder than sitting there unattended like so much theory 
above the head   The point at which all concentration’s aroused   This situation is 
clearly not for everyone   If you are dumb, you are dumb completely   We pursue 
ovals   Two items constitute a category a) an ellipse above the fulcrum b) cats in the 
grass stalking   Our hats atop vertical piles We paddle into morning Mouths 
jabbering Cigarettes pointing The brown of a stem   The serpent made to conform, 
straightens, confirms the distance between two points is straighter   Lips stretching, 
light pouring in and at night saliva is at a minimum   There are freaks in the crowd 
we love and we love the crowd with freaks in it  Certain structures are viable or 
visible or have viscosity   We conjure nothing emptiness hasnt given   Scatteration 
or we arrive synchronously   Meandering for one sentence to emerge, we play all 
sorts of instruments   Subtlety assembles its own boundary or can be substitute by 
any other secreting host   The colony is underlined   Attention, a length of time and 
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repetition promotes the idea that it’s occurring naturally  I walk through a 
neighborhood, I see its facets and a community sometimes congeals 
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Rifficult Dead 

The nature of (four) possibles (in the beginning was a texture; historically alphabets 
are for advertising; and so the world entertains by involving everything) dictates that 
if (five) there are lame pulp novels (sheet music plummets from the sky) in those 
recognizable dimensions and textures, there should exist (6) their opposites 
(complex knots or the nautical tops of pies), too. That’s not to say that (seven) 
difficult reading (“like jelly-fish,” “like turbines provoked”) is better; it’s subjective. 
Difficult reading is (the written language MAKING its way up, then falling, 
collapsing) deliberate, sometimes (eat) not -- sometimes it’s the head of a writer (lost 
in its own reverberations, the continuous literature of movement) expressing in the 
only available (none) way.  

Difficult reading does not afford convenience, and in (tent) doing so (it is near the 
epicenter or is fog), becomes a challenge. It is the lack of instant (offer them on 
floating cork; pulled from a box) satisfaction that labels it. It’s too hard, too much 
work -- I need an easy read. Difficult reading has an (level) air of (the anticipation of 
light inside the funambulist) academia to it. It reminds you of the assigned (twelve) 
reading (ecstatic sugar of ears) you struggled with in school. So why repeat an 
unpleasant experience? The unraveling (one pencil equals speech rarely) is its own 
reward. Being forced (when the eyes align mountains are subject to moving is verbs) 
to comprehend (thirdteen) is itself a growth process. Solving puzzles (a pulley 
system elaborately hinged; a lull between adventures; preferring decorative 
calligraphy) is a sign of brain (4deen) activity, or perhaps I’ll use 10 harlequins as a 
pillow and sleep. (Or probably it won’t escape this page. More often the results are 
the same. There is a difference in language that makes the situation impossible). 
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The Rhymes of Vellum 
 
A boy or girl, Vellum, blows a few papers in the wind   It answers noise   Hopping, 
hopped.  Tapping, tapped  Swim sweet twins swing twig  Think of losing, 
serendipity or the wings of a sentence   He will get them, but not tell you where they 
were   I like to drink through my brother’s center   A finger’s rose begins   A 
shadow grows down the sidewalk   Clapping, clapped   It helps to rip this box open   
Sound harbor, sound hole   Blind rose is a very shape friend   I want a shirt to visit 
my slacks   Moon noose soon loose   A good look at the cookbook - lots of Os - 
ghost epaulets on the shoulders of a paragraph   Dishes mixes, buses guesses   I sit 
down to work; I draw with my right hand   The response sadly is never   Living as 
wide as it gets   Think sift   You could fault the long moth, the dog lost in soft fog, 
but it’s the song’s cost, its crust   I got frogs in my throat, a forehead throat   Boris 
said, “Your throat’s red.”  Timothy hums a nail into the wood  I run uphill 
swimming   The test isn’t over   The floor’s hard   The new girl at school   Can you 
look at a book without getting caught on a line?   Like radio, writing is a broadcast   
They found people in the mailbox   A huge gem in a cage   Susan flips back to the 
glossary   Only a certain type of fastener   The letter “R” in each corner of a page   
Unexpectedly the middle is empty   Next, write your best trick   Most banjo   Odd 
pretty piece asleep   A drum whisking discard into cream   In this way we raise our 
pigs on fire & Kenny is always six yards old   The donkey said, “Enough.” The 
donkey said, “English.”   Dark thoughts won’t cure light sickness   The ladder 
moved slightly throws the world in disarray   The teacher’s a bird and flies out the 
window   They had found their clown center   Art will say, “I like to pitch. What is 
your name?” Art will say, “Hi, I’m Art. I like to pitch. What’s your name?”   Slowly 
toward a large bird   Paper hats, cats   A lot of noise comes to visit   Long thin water 
in a line of people   I called you once today to say geese make a village of gold & 
both of my little friends like to sing Their secret voices are beautiful   Spray Spray 
Spray 
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Iraqed 
  
An important day   The touchable parts of music   Regardless of weather   Nothing 
impedes it   Time spent declaring   A pleasurably fragrant squint   A sparkle inside 
her   More playful than pompous   Do the fascists wear togas   Yes, the fascists wear 
togas   At least the boys do   Because fascism is sexy   Here let us twist your nipple   
Clearly you are a fascist   All day   The better place surrounds you   You know 
something is up when the predictable parts of the day disappear   Be still be quiet   
As the broken parts speak   What would be like dying   That would be like dying   
What would be like dying   That would be like dying   It is fun with its capital F in 
place  They express drizzle on occasion   Truly   I’m sorry for not relating to your 
more painful feelings   Not all roads lead to rome   Not all breath to newness   It’s 
deception   A hoodwinked notation   As it loses and loosens its dreaminess in sleep   
As it desires an unnamable before it ever exists   A prune before the plum   A 
racetrack to study both speed and design   The effect breath has on demise   The 
eventual corruption of anything attentive    Dissolve is a dial is etiquette   The blur 
dial is here too   I built them from scratch   Are toys are pamphlets   Are discarded 
gestures of little operas   Deflowered in the dark   These phrases sprayed like foam 
into unattended spots   As possibilities   As roots inch along below the landscape   
Through water a blue ribbon   Signs the form letter with drizzle and shuffles across 
the ice   A lifted eyebrow smiling   An exclamation   Punctuation smeared across the 
window   Any moment now it’ll begin   I cried already and will repeat again   Sitting 
here waiting   As if when it starts is somehow important   A sadness half way 
around the world is here too   Her choked throat was a condition   A stoppage of 
song   A blindfolded attempt to hear the poor   The heart   A transparent event of 
oppression   The ludicrous sticking out  Long strands of hair on concrete   Furiously 
jotting down notes   Shorthand on vellum   Then the sale on like minded clothing   
The difficult to acquire irregular sizes   I think my friends are irregular   I think all 
my friends are irregular sizes   Her dyslexia is a piece of it   The remainder held in 
fluid   In a sack facing the heated side of the room   I am weaving a wall   A reason 
to eliminate moisture  An intended dryness  Some parched cypress  The embedded 
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text is unreadable   The crosshairs distract you from the correct target   The alcohol 
draws a contour made of crushed glass   The whirligigs clog the funnel   Your 
promise of product loyalty is trouble, is a gust of wind   Keeps in mind the bending   
And how does this moment end   I have worries, I have doubts   The bicycle pump 
left out in the rain   All these collected paper scraps    Her name comes up and the 
wheels cease to find a surface   A simple triptych hinged with tacks and string   
These facts are from durable stock   They last longer   Are impervious to scientific 
shifts in logic   They are most closely linked to time   The moment repetition is 
recognized    And finally predicted   The tributaries translate the source   As the 
estuaries translate the source   As the book is the same from one cover to the next   
As it will discorporate   As a word loses its meaning   Becomes elemental   An 
alphabetic shower that forms then reforms and is reshaped into word again   
Complete in its own body 
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The Deflated Faucet 
 
Water speaks a certain pattern   Made to live together   A hat and ahead of time   
Deplores a weak advance toward design   It slinks away   Through obstacles I built   
An anxious scaffold in air   I hate vertigo   Now burns the past with a device   As 
nothing, but the future stays   Holds the next move   I am, the, as nothing is hidden 
in the, &, the eye of it’s not is nothing   But sleeps in a wink   The darling inside 
reduced  As it slips past the planet  You inhabit, you inchoate, you hirsute fuck like a 
monkey with a bus pass  The jigsaw of demurred libido   The unraveling we whisper 
each the other   Come and deny me   Come and depress me with coins from inside   
The inky left of your hands   A detective’s dimple   The ampersand’s delight   Safe 
peril of pulling punches in fog   I am placed in fire   The worker hates management   
A swallowed raft passing through   Animal   Like a breathing unit   Spelled like 
switzerland   A squeaky aside driving through woods, leaves, twigs singing hum hum 
hums   The delivery is scaled down in the arms of a fiasco crossing the street   Her 
flamingo, her flamenco alarmed us trees   Skims over the surface like hypnosis   A 
textbook of sloppy hi jinx   A delirious hem dreaming of height   The doorbell’s ring   
This sonorous miasma 
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Porto 
 
The flare’s visible neighborhoods away  I see you losing focus  It has something to 
do with the machine you’re using   The liars are finding themselves wingless in these 
abundant winds  People take off, everywhere, to brilliant places, too bright to even 
look upon  The folded loose leafed sheets whizzing past your ears   Magnets of 
deceit  I am its leader, terrible fins of delinquent fish   Bodies tremble with disease  
They live and think They listen and learn They suppress They desire to acquire 
station  The best rinds of my generational orange grove   I have seen the worst 
default  Awry   All the kin’s daughters, the paper tablet too is perforated  An easily 
discarded sheet  As they speak of weather it reverberates   Their infraction 
overlooked   An important unwinding slowly at first, then such a rapid pace your 
eyes wiggle with the oxygen of the grandiose   That is, sudden acceleration and its 
peripheral items   Posters quickly possess the city  An obsessive gaze creeps out the 
kids  Diligently studies the information on the poles   It is not a bookish thing, there 
is no pagination or foxing or dent or scuffmarks  An afterthought, library science 
considers it a secret   No one cares any more  They are so small it hardly effects you   
An itch, an ache, a momentary pang   The fluidity of an oblivion   A generation or 
two ago they were considered real beauties  Illuminated by underwater sulfur pores  
Typically yellow  Thriving on being inappropriate  Immersed in something past 
pitch dark. 
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________________________________________________ 
Afterword: The Shape of Thoughts to Come 

 
Nick Piombino 

 
Poets at the turn of this century are contending with many of the same issues as poets at 
the turn of the last century. The essential cause of this, as even the most cursory 
readings of, say, Walter Benjamin, Marshall McLuhan or Susan Sontag will tell you, is 
technology, and more specifically, photography, and in our era, cinema and television. 
As many of these effects as The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technical Reproducibility, the 
seminal and now classic essay by Walter Benjamin, might have tracked and elaborated, 
the reproducibility itself has continued to proliferate at an alarmingly accelerating 
velocity. One of the factors Benjamin isolated, in his ever more relevant essay, was the 
erosion of the impact of the “aura”, which is a nice emblem for the decay of something 
perhaps more fundamental: the overall social significance and impact of artists’ and 
writers’ depictions. Traditionally, from the era of cave painting on, it was the artist’s 
function to depict. Homer and Thucydides not only wrote accounts of wars, but 
depicted them, so their records became central to human thought and their written 
depictions lent increasing historical importance to the social functions of the writer. In 
Blade Runner, the influential film based on the novel Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep by 
Phillip K Dick, the non-human “replicants” are threatening as much as for their physical 
indistinguishability from people as their intimidating physical powers. I take this as a 
metaphor for the danger to the social/historical significance of individual human 
imagination and talent, or even competence, embodied in technology, particularly that of 
the communications media when allied to totalitarianism. Of course, such perils might 
greatly please the bible-thumping proponents of corporate fascism: one or two more 
father/leaders is all we’ll ever need. Soon “spell check” may be replaced, frighteningly, 
with “social conformity check” enabling computers to automatically “correct” any form 
of individual expression or defiance. 
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Despite these daunting provocations, the constant inventiveness and adaptations of 
certain poets has been impressive and encouraging. Just as Louis Zukofsky’s maxim 
“lower limit speech, upper limit music” reconceived the boundaries of poetry for an era 
of poets in search of tools for linguistic abstraction and lyrical condensation, an 
analogous aphorism like “lower limit textual, upper limit visual” might be offered to 
account for some of today’s poets emboldened, rather than dismayed, by the possibilities 
for technical reproducibility, some working within a terrain that has, somewhat 
awkwardly, been dubbed “vispo.” As Bob Cobbing and Peter Mayer showed in their 
1978 classic Concerning Concrete Poetry the beginning of visual poetry might be dated to the 
Phaistos disc of the 3rd to mid-2nd Millennium. 
 
I have closely followed Nico Vassilakis’ work since about 1993 when I first read with 
pleasure and admiration his chapbook A Name for Radio. I was immediately attracted to his 
foregrounding of a communications medium whose social power and effects were once 
omnipresent and powerful and whose demise has been steady since the advent of 
television and home computers. We might well now say of radio, as Shelley wrote of the 
monument to Ozymandias (1818): “Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair! / Nothing 
beside remains.” In A Name for Radio, I felt Nico was searching for an underlying common 
denominator between perceptions via technology and the perception of nature directly 
through the senses: 
 

trees are made of light and water.... 
waves explore the domain of a source. radio is  
the same. Heat and light are the same. zero 
produces both negative and positive infinity.... 
certain precepts grow fat. the reliability of symbols 
to corrupt. 

 
Fascinated over the years by Nico’s weaving into and out of both textual and visual 
manifestations of his art, as they each complement and derive yet influence and rebound 
from each other, I interviewed him on my weblog fait accompli in October of 2005. He 
said: 
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As you stare at text you notice the visual aspects of letters. As you stare 
further meaning loses its hierarchy and words discorporate and the 
alphabet itself begins to surface. Shapes, space relations, visual 
associations emerge as you delve further. Alphabetic bits or parts or 
snippets of letters can create an added visual vocabulary amidst the very 
text you’re reading. 
 
As when you are perched on a mountain’s peak though the panoramic 
view is fetching you tend to focus on an interesting pebble at your feet. 
Something quantum about it. 

 
Anyone familiar with the Benjamin essay on reproducibility will immediately recognize 
that Vassilakis is echoing a crucial passage from it, which is well worth repeating:   
 

We define the aura...as the unique phenomenon of a distance, however 
close it may be. If, while resting on a summer afternoon, you follow 
with your eyes a mountain range on the horizon or a branch which 
casts its shadow over you, you experience the aura of those mountains, 
of that branch. This image makes it easy to comprehend the social 
bases of the contemporary decay of the aura. It rests on two 
circumstances, both of which are related to the increased significance 
of the masses in contemporary life. Namely, the desire of contemporary 
masses to bring things ‘closer’ spatially and humanly, which is just as 
ardent as their bent toward the overcoming the uniqueness of every 
reality by accepting its reproduction. (Benjamin, 1936) 

 
In the course of our interview, while discussing meaning and staring, Vassilakis said: 

 
But when you do spend time it’s instantly apparent that we are not only 
surrounded by our writing (and what we’re told the writing means), but there 
are fewer places to go to retreat from it. What started as cave drawings has yet 
to cease and we have tagged everything around us. 
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So visual writing is closer to it. 
 
(Stopped in traffic, waiting for the light to change - you find a logo. 
These people exploit our ability to stare. They tap into our personal 
time, the time yre not doing anything, that special disconnected to 
immediacy time. Meaning loses hierarchy when what yre looking at 
doesn’t matter, when it begins to alter without constraint, when it 
enters a tunnel and exits elsewhere.) 

 
In searching for an exit from the current pervasive cultural tendency to employ meaning 
and visual space according to needs and desires for personal advantage, corporate profit 
and social control, in his visual poetry Nico has located refuge in the microscopic details 
of immediate, unfiltered visual and internal perception, a tendency I have associated with 
the poet’s desire to “see for oneself” in not passively accepting the given forms, reports, 
definitions, interpretations, or rules for thinking or expression. 
 

Lower limit describing, upper limit depicting 
Lower limit distracting, upper limit abstracting 
Lower limit noticing, upper limit encompassing 
Lower limit predicting, upper limit prophesying 
Lower limit reading, upper limit comprehending 
Lower limit noticing, upper limit conceiving 
Lower limit expressing, upper limit transmitting 
Lower limit reflecting, upper limit transforming 
Lower limit staring, upper limit envisioning 

 
Nico: a restless inventor’s desire to discover, annotate and give shape to perceptual 
transformations, an insistent search, a willingness to research, explore, conjecture, 
measure, straddle, to extend reading and seeing. Eyes read, ears read, hands read, mind 
reads, thinking reads, caring reads as does excitement, anger, uncertainty, doubt, 
confusion, unintelligibility, love, loss, nothingness; even death reads or is read. Reading 
never halts and never stops its search. Image, emotion and meaning not banished or 
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distorted but reconsidered, renewed, reinvented within a visual/verbal nexus of focused 
perception. Inclusive, not exclusive, experience unmasked by means of insistent 
observation and research combined with critical analyses and interpretations which are 
also continuously subject to dismissal based on new observation and understanding. A 
sculptor of thought and the written, printed and spoken word. 
 
Like two of my most beloved modern masters, Walter Benjamin and Robert Smithson, 
Nico Vassilakis weaves verbal constructs amidst visual exemplifications, vividly 
transcribed observations of thought alongside innovative renderings of a prototypical 
visual lexicon, scaling dualities, sometimes bluntly, and sometimes with the grace and 
panache of Fred Astaire dancing with Ginger Rogers. 
 
Throughout the years I have enjoyed and admired Nico’s respect for brevity, for the 
compact, the minute, the precise example, the tiny, the particular locale, whether that 
locale be a form, a color or a sequence of meanings or shapes. He has created many 
mesmerizing miniatures, some containing shaped photographic reproductions of words 
and letters, or fragments of them, in small books such as Texts for Nothing , But Cut Up, 
The Amputation of L Mendax, DIPTYCHS and StampOlogue, as well as others composed of 
musically, rhythmically crafted, aphoristic prose poems and versed poetry like Mouth, 
Askew, Orange: A Manual and AGGREGGGGATE, part one. But this is a large book, a 
continent containing small villages and large cities, forests and oceans, mountaintop 
views and microscopic landscapes. While awaiting the future surveyors, geographers and 
navigators of these yet to be explored terrains of thought and perception, we would be 
wise to listen well to Nico’s advice, within this book, on mapping them:  
 

It’s yours now completely. Even while the words form meaning 
adjoining sounds distract you. That trick of how you associate to the 
text. The ability of meshing life with what you think of life. You decide: 
you decide what to read and how to read and you are deciding as you 
are reading. Find me, and you already have begun a new book in your 
hands. Put me down and still you seek a new source. Thought travels a 
certain distance and returns...It just happens so quickly. You are in 
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command the whole time. I am here to stop you, to remind you. Now 
to begin again... 

 
 
 
 
 
Nick Piombino’s most recent book is Free Fall, a 167-page collage novel from Otoliths. His 
weblog, fait accompli, opened in 2003,  is at nickpiombino.blogspot.com 
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